DIRECTOR’S NOTE
The Iliad is the first work of Western literature, an epic that tells the story
of the Trojan War. During this conflict, the Achaeans (originally from Continental Greece) besieged the city of Troy in order to bring back the beautiful
Helen, who had been kidnapped by Paris, from her husband Menelaus, the
King of Sparta. After a ten year siege, the war turns in favour of the Achaeans,
thanks to the famous Achilles.
Each episode will follow the dramatic narrative of the original text : the
breaks, the character introductions and give breadth to Homer’s work that
was written in ancient Greek times.
As in Great Greek Myths, each episode will alternate originally created animations and a rich iconography that will draw from the art historical references from the Classical times to the Modern era. This will allow for a truly
immersive journey, narrated by François Busnel.

Each graphic representation will be based on the original text. Certain image
details will be highlighted using zooms or light-scanning techniques. The processing of flashback images will be different in order to make them easily
distinguishable from other images.
The use of 2D and 3D technology for this series will be a way of bringing
two worlds together and to add artistic value. 3D creation will be instrumental in the rendering of war scenes for which we seek a certain degree of
realism in the animation of the troops.
The artistic process, as a whole, creates new storytelling approaches around
myths. While remaining steadily anchored in History (and Art History), Modernity will be conveyed through animation techniques and original music
creation : a combination that will make this program a captivating, unique and
accessible exploration of Greek mythology.
Sylvain Bergère
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EDITORIAL NOTES
The Iliad and the Odyssey: a natural continuation
Stories of love, friendship, power, betrayal, sex, crime and revenge ..., the poetic strength of the Great Myths is apparent from the very first season, and is
confirmed by its strong viewership and commercial success.
Contrary to popular beliefs, these myths, in which men and the gods of
Olympus fight one another, still arouse much interest. Three millennia later,
in the XXIst century, this formidable reservoir of popular legends continues
to pique our interest.
Building on our experience, we seek to revive the Greek epic of the Iliad and
the Odyssey, the first works ever to have been written in the Western world.
Its heroic figures, Ulysses, Achilles, Hector, Helene or Penelope, have marked
our culture and education for ages.
Their epic story has survived over time still remains very modern. Homer’s
story is one of the major texts of Greek literature and Western culture. IT
will be the natural continuation of the first season.
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Making the series evolve

Ulysses: the narrative thread of the series

At the beginning, the project seemed risky. Indeed, how to tell story that was
written almost 3,000 years ago ? How can one be educational and entertaining at the same time ? How can one dispense knowledge without being
too pedantic ?

Ulysses, the main hero of the Odyssey, appears early on in the Iliad. As a key
character, he will be the narrative thread of the entire series. He will embark
us on this mythical epic.

The first season raised many questions pertaining to didactic requirements
and aesthetic concerns. Twenty episodes later, the same interrogations arise.
Although we have overcome many challenges, there is still progress to be
made in terms of writing and film direction. Indeed, we must assert our artistic choices for the animation and give more flesh to our characters through
poetry and emotion.
A dramatic series
Each episode of the first season was structured around one main character. Over the course of an episode, we explored his story and the myth he
embodied.
In the new collection, our approach will evolve.The narrative will be structured like a series of episodes and based on the model of fictional series.
This epic, authored by the late 8th century BC Greek poet, lends itself perfectly to this type of narrative form, thanks to interwoven intrigues, twists
and turns in the plot, and recurring characters that evolve throughout the
story.
Just like Ulysses, a trivial character that appears early on in the Iliad - the
master of a small provincial kingdom, opposed to the war against Troy - and
who will reveal himself over time.

He is a very human character as well, with his strengths and weaknesses,
doubts and ambiguities. His intelligence is his only weapon against the ploys
and ruses of the gods. Although he is not always at the center of the story, he
encounters on several occasions major figures such as Achilles and Hector.
Their destinies are intimately intertwined.
We will be at his side when Achilles mourns the death of Patroclus. We will
experience the mourning of Priam who comes to recover the remains of his
son, Hector.
Our goal will be to animate these fictional characters by immersing ourselves in their minds, to understand their motivations, personality, emotions
and flaws.
Gods of Olympus, heroic figures, kings and queens of Antiquity will fight,
scheme and betray one another although this lyrical and poetic story, in
which the whole range of human emotions will come into play : love, friendship, passion, anger, doubt, ambivalence and fear.
The writing, as well as the narrative voice, will bring forth the nuances of the
original work.
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A scripted series
The Iliad and the Odyssey are divided into forty-eight songs (twenty-four
songs each) with a chronology that is not always coherent.
In addition, stylistic differences appear distinctively throughout the work.
We will adapt the initial story to the codes of serial writing for the purpose
of good narration : its chronological coherence, the development of the main
characters, the script and the twists and turns of the plot.
To this end, a scriptwriter will provide some expert guidance to Gilbert
Sinoué and François Busnel.
Writing a TV Series Bible
While the authors, Gilbert Sinoué and François Busnel, are very familiar with
the atmosphere of the series, It is crucial that each person who later takes
part in the production of an episode also masters the given subject.
A successful series should give the impression of continuity in the direction
and technical team, regardless of the episode. But this is rarely the case.
Our unity and coherence will be largely due to the series Bible: indeed, this
document contains all the narrative elements that constitute the DNA of
this future series.
Written before directing and shooting the series, the Bible will provide a
detailed description of the plot, its recurring characters, their trajectory and
the evolution of their relations.
Other elements that are essentials to the development of this series will also
be introduced: places, tone and atmosphere, themes to be addressed.
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GENERAL FRAMEWORK
The Iliad
It all begins when Paris, Prince of Troy, son of King Priam, on a mission to
Sparta, falls madly in love with a magnificent creature, Helen, wife of the
Spartan king, Menelaus. Taking advantage of the latter’s absence, he kidnaps
the young woman and brings her back with him to Troy.
On his return, Menelaus is furious : not only did Paris betray the sacred rules
of hospitality, but he also stole a part of his wealth.
Such an affront cannot go unpunished. Menelaus requests and obtains the
help of all Greek princes and kings. A gigantic fleet is built, and the Greeks
land in Troy. Within their troops we discover fabulous characters : Achilles,
the legendary hero and invincible warrior whose only vulnerable spot is his
heel. Ulysses, the cunning, Patroclus, Ajax and their almighty leader Agamemnon.
The gods and goddesses of Olympus, as usual, take sides in the conflict :
Aphrodite becomes the ally of the Trojans, while Athena and Hera take sides
with the Greeks.
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But soon the Greeks realise that the walls of Troy are indestructible and that
they have no choice but to besiege the city. The siege will last ten years.
They take advantage of this situation to loot the surrounding villages. During one of the raids, King Agamemnon kidnaps a young woman, Chryseis,
daughter of Apollo’s priest. An unforgivable outrage ! The god is furious and,
in revenge, spreads an epidemic of plague over the Greek camp. Horror
spreads. Soldiers are dying. If nothing is done, there will not be a single valiant
man left alive.
Achilles presses Agamemnon to return the beautiful Chryseis to his father.
At first, the offended king refuses. But the hero is so insistent and the situation so dramatic that he finally gives in, but on one condition : Achilles must
return Briseis, who had been captured as well and with whom he is madly
in love.
Furious, Achilles gives in, but retreats to his tent and refuses to take part in
the fighting.
He prays for the Greeks to be defeated. His prayers are heard : the Greek
army loses all the battles against the Trojan enemy.
But it becomes increasingly clear that the war cannot drag on anymore.
It is decided to put an end to the conflict with a final a duel to death between
Menelaus (Hélène’s husband) and Paris (her kidnapper). But the goddess
Aphrodite intervenes at the last moment, taking away Paris who was about
to be defeated : the truce is broken and the war resumes, still in the absence
of Achilles.

But Achilles’ dearest friend, Patroclus, weary of having to beg his friend to
take up the arms, pretends to be Achilles, putting on his armour and thus
brings courage back to the Greeks.
Alas, he is killed by Hector, who is no other than the brother of Paris, the
son of King Priam.
On hearing the news, Achilles, full of grief, decides to avenge the death of
his dear friend and resumes the fighting. Thetis will get Hephaestus to make
him an exceptional armour and shield. He engages in a deadly battle with
the Trojans. He kills Hector after chasing him all around the walls of Troy. He
rids Hector of his weapons and drags him with his chariot in front of the city
walls, under the terrified gaze of Priam.
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It’s difficult to see how this war will ever end. Greek soldiers are beginning
to doubt. But Ulysses, scheming as always, imagines a great trick : he builds a
large hollow wooden horse in which a group of his soldiers hide. The wooden horse is abandoned on the shore while the army pretends to raise camp
and hides behind the island of Tenedos.
The Trojans discover this strange “offering» and hesitate: should they bring
it into the city or not ? Cassandra (the daughter of King Priam) predicts the
worst calamities and tries to warn them. Priest Laocoon believes her words
and tries to back her but the unfortunate man dies strangled with his two
sons by snakes from the sea.

Finally, the wooden horse is pulled into the city walls. During the night, while
the Trojans celebrate their victory, the Greeks, under Ulysses’ command, get
out of the horse and open the city gates, allowing the rest of their army to
enter and loot the city. All men are killed. Only Aeneas manages to escape
with some of his companions, but that is another story ...
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EPISODES: POPOSAL
The Iliad : 10 points
1. The origins of the Trojan War and the “apple of discord”
2. During his visit to Sparta, Paris breaks the rules of hospitality and kidnaps
Helen, Menelaus’ wife and brings her back with him to Troy. All the Greek
gods swear to protect Helen and declare war against Troy.
3. War preparations. Those who don’t want to fight are scheming to avoid
going to war :
A - Ulysses of Ithaca did not want to leave his wife Penelope and his young
son Telemachus behind : he pretends to be mad by plowing his fields and
sowing salt.
B - A short but glorious life had been predicted for Achilles. With the advice
of his mother, the goddess Thetis, he disguises himself as a woman.
4. Arrival in Troy. The kidnapping of Chryseis. After his quarrel with Agamemnon, Achilles must separate from Briseis who was been held captive. In despair, he retreats to his camp and no longer wants to fight alongside the
Greeks. He calls his mother Thetis who manages to influence Zeus. The king
of the gods promises that the Greeks will not overcome the Trojans until
Achilles’ honour is restored.

6. Achilles allows Patroclus to fight alongside the Greeks. Patroclus, is wearing Achilles’ armour and fights back the Trojans. Hector kills him, thinking he
is Achilles. Achilles organises a grand funeral at Patroclus.
7. The epic battle between Achilles and Hector. Hector is the only one who
stands against Achilles. They fight around the city walls. Hector is slain. His
body is dragged behind Achilles’ chariot.
8. Priam picks up Hector’s body. Achilles, moved by a father’s grief, agrees to
return the body. Hector’s funeral in the city of Troy.
9. Ulysses imagines the scheme of the wooden horse. The Greeks sail away
and hide their fleet behind the island of Tenedos. Discussions between the
Trojans about whether or not to bring in the wooden horse, which some
believe is an gift from Athena ; the opposition of Laocoon, the priest who
dies with his two sons, suffocated by snakes from the sea.
10.The Trojans bring the wooden horse into the city.The warriors get out of
the wooden horse and open the city gates to their fellow soldiers who are
back from Tenedos.Troy is taken over, looted and burnt. Priam is slaughtered.

5. Hera intervenes. Cassandra’s prophecies. The army convenes. Paris defies
Menelaus. The truce between the two armies. From the walls of Troy, Helen
designates the Greek chiefs to Priam. Duel between Paris and Menelaus.
Paris is saved by Aphrodite.
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DIRECTOR’S NOTES
General principles
As demonstrated in Season 1, the narrative around these myths will tap
into rich creative resources. We will draw from our artistic and cultural
inspiration to develop a graphic identity for the series that will immerse the
viewer into a dreamlike, mysterious, fantastic and coherent world of Greek
mythology.

The program consists in a series.We will thus follow some recurring characters throughout the narration. But each episode is a “loop» telling the story
of a specific event or episode of the Homer’s epic.

Various elements will be used to build the graphic universe of this new
series, ranging from architectural features, body representations or emblematic cultural motifs of the time. Interpreting the essence of each myth and
narrowing it down visually to the bare essentials, will create more impact,
clarity and facilitate the design process.

Our stylistic choices will give life to the myth and to our heroes, illustrating
in powerful ways their spectacular adventures.

In terms of imagery and making this universe come to life, we will continue
to mix animation, illustration and graphic design. We will alternate figurative
and symbolic features. We will use transformation techniques : blending characters into scenery, turning interior scenes into outdoor scenes, transforming a symbol into a daily life scene. This applies well to mythical narratives
which are always dreamlike and timeless. As we wish to make our stories
dynamic, fluid and rhythmic, we will avoid static environments that are too
defined or realistic.

We will reiterate our choice of a voiceover to accompany the narration, as
this worked particularly well for the first season. François Busnel’s distinctive
and singular voice will be one of its strong features.

Animation is at the heart of the series’ visual identity.

The myth comes alive, it throbs. Animation will bring to life the myth told by
the narrator.

Each episode will include of 6-7 minutes of animation. However, preparatory
drawings, storyboards and sequence details will also be used in order to
favour a visual continuity throughout the episode.
Finally, we give strong importance to the historic accuracy of the drawings
created for this animation. Architectural elements, clothes, weapons and decorations will correspond to the time when these myths were supposedly
told.
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Iconography and animation: graphic intentions and staging
The main objective of this second season is to create an epic and a dramatic
staging that reflects well the Iliad’s narrative - with a brighter image, more
graphic shots, more modern animated silhouettes and a more dynamic film
direction including fluid transitions.
Iconographic sequences
We will draw from an original unpublished image bank which will be created specifically for the series. Most of the works used for our iconographic
illustrations are from the Louvre Museum. We will film the sculptures and
photograph the pictorial works.
The purpose of the image bank is to have access to iconographic resources
that are more adapted to our needs, allowing us to highlight textures, shoot
from different perspectives, allow for variations around a theme : we can
decide to focus on a small detail, opt for tracking shots or close-ups. This
method will help make the iconographic sequences more dynamic.
Cartography and family trees

Animated iconography

For this series we will use animated 3D maps which provide more texture
and are particularly adapted to rendering geographical localisation. Using the
same technology, we will create more illustrative family trees.

During the first season, the purpose was to highlight iconographic illustration details to back the story.
We want to perfect the processing of these images and make them even
more dynamic : by highlighting and isolating certain features from the background, creating a depth of field on a 2D work, and by lightly animating these
details. This will provide depth, strength and flesh to these moving images.
The music
The original music and sound design will be composed by the same studio
and managed by a single team so as to create a homogenous audio identity.
The final sound composition will create a truly immersive feeling for the
viewer, drawing from the mystery and poetry of the story.
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Animated scenes
- The Great Myths - Season 1, References
The first season of the Great Myths revealed a universal fable. Each episode
focused on a key character with its own autonomous story : a god, mortal,
demi-god or monster, that was scrutinised. Our challenge then was to create
an aesthetic that would be specific and different from contemporary animation and to favour different types of 3D applications. We wanted something
that would be reminiscent of an illustration, that would come alive as if by
magic, at the opening of a book that the narrator is about to read - a story
of the Great Myths.
We had chosen a very graphic type of character design, reminiscent of the
dark silhouettes on ocher background of ancient Greek pottery that illustrate myths and legends.
In terms of animation, Lotte Reiniger’s work was the main reference from
which we drew our inspiration. The use of hand-cut, stop-motion animated
silhouettes was typically the kind of primitive and graphic visual effect we
wanted to obtain.
Graphically it is very striking : both complex and wonderfully simple. The
result is particularly appealing and gives the viewer enough space to hear
the story.
Another source of inspiration was the Japanese shadow theatre. Indeed,
there is something ingenious about the use of these silhouettes that allows
everyone’s imagination to unfold. It’s all about preserving the myth’s magic.
Shapes and movements can be enigmatic and suggestive and leave a wide
scope for imagination.This can be both disturbing and enchanting.The viewer
can envision what lies beyond the screen.What we don’t see is just as important as what we do see.
This first season was thus inspired by this pictorial tradition, reminiscent of
ancient times. It resulted in a light animation, characters with slow and loose
gestures and a narrative punctuated by the narrator’s voice.
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